Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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BASEBALL MEMORIES:
ARMANDO GALLERAGA
There is very little I can add to the near perfect game saga. Mistakes, however, are plentiful in
baseball lore, often beneficial to those involved.
One memorable misdeed made the player more recognizable and more valuable, in terms of
money, than he ever made in the game of baseball. The last day of the 1950 season found the
wiz kids from Philly one game up on the Dodgers. If the Dodgers won, a playoff would occur.
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In the bottom of the ninth inning Cal Abrams, of the Dodgers, walked. Pee Wee Reese singled
and Abrams stopped at second. Duke Snider then singled to center. Two mistakes then
occurred. The third base coach, Milton Stock, waived Abrams home. This was mistake number
one – given hall-of-famer, Richie Ashburn’s arm. Mistake two, Abrams made a wide turn
instead of taking the shorter route; compounding his coach’s error. Abrams was tagged out and
the Philly’s went on to win the pennant. Abrams, a lifetime 269 hitter, then suddenly made the
banquet circuit.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files: Standing
Conveyancing
Proof of the Existence of a Trust
Petitioner/Appellee was disinherited in a final trust document. He sought to remove the trustee
named in the trust document in which Petitioner was disinherited. Petitioner argued that a
previous Trust existed, in which he was a beneficiary and that a certain Deed vested title in that
pre-existing Trust. The Lower Court ruled that he did not have standing to raise the issue of
removal and that, since it was not proved that the “pre-existing” Trust was in existence, the Deed
was void; a subsequent Deed was, therefore, valid.
The reader of the Appellant Decision is somewhat in the dark because they cannot see copies of
the Deed(s) from which they might learn exactly who the grantor and grantee were.
The Lower Court and Court of Appeals ruled that if you are not a beneficiary of a Trust you have
no standing to petition to remove the trustee, and further that the final Trust was the owner of the
property in question.
The Court of Appeals also ruled that the voided Deed was not evidence of the substance of the
Trust it purported to grant an interest to and, therefore, since there was no other independent
proof of the existence of the purported Trust, there was no Trust and the Deed to it was void.
The case provides lessons for the lawyer drafting estate planning documents:
1. If there are a multitude of Trusts, name them in a manner that they may be differentiated.
2. If a Trust document is revoked, there should be some certain evidence of its revocation.
Unlike a Will, which often recites that it revokes previous Wills, there are times when
numerous Trusts exist. Separate evidence of revocation or even writing the word
“revoked” on the Trust would be of benefit.
3. When there are multiplicity of Trusts make sure that if they are to own land the grantor,
who is in the chain of title, is the grantor, and the grantee, if a Trust, is described with
particularity.
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